
About the
assignment:

Location
Kaunas, Lithuania

Rate (after tax)
Negotiable

Duration
Full time position

Extension (project)
No

Remotely
(optionally)
No

Expire On
2019-03-31 (4 days ago)

FULL-STACK DEVELOPER
UAB Present Connection
www.presentconnection.eu/

Kaunas, Lithuania

This assignment expired :when

Description:

The Challenge
You will maintain, optimize and create the new
functionality of the market leader in Western Europe for
real-time information for the metal recycling industry.

It’s an official distributor for the world’s biggest metal
exchanges, has its own price network and offers
supplementary tools that help people in the metal
recycling industry to make educated commercial
decisions using their desktop, iPhone, Android or
Blackberry clients. These tools are used throughout the
day by users from over 40 countries worldwide.
Hundreds of prices change every second. Data and the
real-time aspect of it is crucial, along with the stability
of the platform.

Responsibilities:

Build and test automation tools for
infrastructure provisioning
Build, maintain, and monitor configuration
standards
Monitor metrics and develop ways to improve

https://www.presentconnection.eu/


Maintain day-to-day management and
administration of application
Document and design various processes; update
existing processes
Improve infrastructure development and
application development
A strong focus on business outcomes

What you need to succeed
Database SQL (MS SQL)
JavaScript, .NET
At least 3 years of experience with software
development
Good English skills
Able to multitask, prioritize, and manage time
efficiently

Good to know:

NOSQL
Experience with infrastructure development, or
development and operations

Good to know:
NOSQL
Experience with infrastructure development, or
development and operations

We offer
Opportunity to grow by working with international
projects
Liberal and result-oriented approach to work
Conditions to skills improvement by attending
conferences and complying technological
certificates
Competitive salary
Positive, energizing and fun environment
Xbox Kinect game breaks, free snacks, lunch on
Fridays, Staff parties and much more



Required Skills

PROGRAMMING
JavaScript 4-5 years
NET
.Net 4-5 years
DATA BASE
MSSQL 3-4 years

https://www.hitcontract.lt/uploads/files/2018/10/29/pc_logo.png

